There is a worldwide need for new methodologies to prediagnose breast cancer in an early stage, which helps to notably increase the possibility of saving the mammary gland or patient's life. This work describes a new methodology proposal based on electrical impedance for the localization of preclinical carcinoma emulators in agar phantoms of the breast. The impedance is systematically measured through eight Ag/AgCl electrodes uniformly distributed in a ring arrangement placed on the breast agar phantom. The fundamental idea of the proposed location algorithm, named Anomaly Tracking Circle algorithm, is to find the breast agar area defined by straight lines joining the electrode pairs having the minimum difference value of the defined normalized impedance magnitude along the measurement sweep. Such difference is obtained with respect to a breast agar phantom without carcinoma emulator. The proposed methodology was evaluated through seven experimental agar models, six of them having carcinoma lobe emulators with different locations and electrical conductivities. According to the obtained results, the described methodology can obtain the location zone of preclinical-emulated carcinomas with an 83.33% success.
Introduction
The highest incidence of breast cancer is presented among women over forty years [1, 2] ; a potential reason is the cell genetic alterations accumulated over time, which may cause cancer [3] . Currently, mammography is the most used diagnostic technique worldwide due to its high sensitivity that even microcalcification detection is possible [4] . However, this technique has some disadvantages such as patient pain caused by breast pressing in the X-ray imaging procedure and a low specificity because 80% of cancer-diagnosed cases are negative [5] [6] [7] . The second most used technique is ultrasound, useful to differentiate between cystic and noncystic growths with the advantages of being a painless procedure suitable for repetitive explorations [6] . Magnetic resonance imaging, although highly sensitive, is expensive and almost exclusively used for certain clinical circumstances such as breast implants or suspected multifocal carcinoma [6] . These techniques are effective but have some weaknesses such as painful procedures, high-cost equipment, and their unavailability for certain marginalized areas in some developing countries. Therefore, new prebiopsy diagnostic techniques for global use have been developed in the last decades to reduce the number of patients undergoing an unnecessary biopsy procedure [5] . Some examples of these experimental techniques are microwave imaging [8] , magnetic resonance elastography [9] , thermography [10] , and optical mammography [11] . All these techniques are still under study and continuous improvement, due to their limited success [12] . The experimental techniques based on bioimpedance measurement have been of great interest in the last decades, mainly because of minimally invasive characteristic and low cost in comparison to those mentioned above. Research in this area has generated techniques such as electrical impedance tomography [13] , electrical impedance spectroscopy [14] , and electrical impedance mammography [15] . The basic of these techniques is the bioimpedance tissue characterization, which has shown by in vitro tests of breast tissues that the conductivity of a carcinoma can be 20 to 40 times greater than that corresponding to a healthy breast tissue [16] . Although very little in vivo work has been done, the existing studies have reported a certain degree of success in the experimentally obtained results, which encourage more bioimpedance research regarding breast carcinoma [6, 13, [17] [18] [19] [20] . As the first experimental stage, newly proposed techniques for breast carcinoma detection are evaluated on testing models (phantom) before performing in vivo tests. Biological tissues of interest in the study (normal, benign, and malignant) are emulated within such testing models. Different manufacturing materials and textures for such breast phantoms have been reported [15, 21, 22] . A recent example is the work of Zhou et al. [22] , where four silicone testing models are developed to evaluate the elastodigital image tomography technique for breast cancer detection.
Most of the reported works that use electrical impedance for the detection of breast cancer attempt to reconstruct anatomical images of the mammary tissues from bioimpedance measurements to establish the location of a possible cancerous tumor in the preclinical state (diameter less than or equal to 1 cm) [21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . All of these works use surface electrodes, which are less invasive than needle electrodes, but their contact area is related to the contact impedance and the current density that is supplied. For example, microelectrodes have a higher contact impedance compared to electrodes of 1 cm in diameter and the current density in both cases is directly proportional to their surface area [28, 29] . The number of electrodes most used in a ring configuration is 16 or 32 [13, 23, 24] , but there are also reported cases using 128 [25] or only 4 [26] . A great number of measuring electrodes, improving high resolution, are employed in some of these methodologies [25, 27] and large measuring electrodes, increasing the current density within the tissue, in others [26] . In both cases, an improvement in the detection of mammary carcinomas is sought. The electrical impedance measurements in Ybarra et al. [25] were performed through 128 stainless steel screws placed in a funnel-shaped plastic container with multiple ring arrangements. A solution was used to emulate the electrical properties of the breast and a cylinder (diameter: 1 cm; length: 5 cm) was placed to emulate a carcinoma. After using the reconstruction algorithm based on Distorted Born Iterative Method (DBIM), the resulting images show the location of the carcinoma in two different planes. Sadleir et al. in 2013 [26] designed a computational model for breast cancer detection based on electrical impedance and magnetic resonance imaging. The evaluation of the proposed technique was made using an agar phantom of the thoracic cavity that included the mammary gland and heart. Anatomical images were obtained from impedance measurements through four large surface electrodes in a ring configuration, where the abnormalities (carcinomas) appear as white spots in a black and white image of the breast. On the other hand, Campisi et al. [27] used a flexible arrangement of 60 microelectrodes to acquire measurements of electrical impedance from agar phantoms emulating the mammary fat tissue. A one cubic centimeter malignant tumor emulator was inserted within these phantoms. The obtained images show the difference between "malignant tumor tissue" and "healthy tissue" but do not show the shape or position of the malignant tumor within the agar phantom. The main drawback in the reconstruction of anatomical images from electrical impedance measurements is the high number of electrodes needed to improve the image resolution and the high computational processing workload required to obtain an image showing the electrical distribution of biological tissues in concordance with mammary anatomy.
This paper describes a new electrical impedance-based methodology to establish the presence and location of an emulated carcinoma within a breast model elaborated in agar. The electrical impedance is measured through a ring arrangement of eight circular Ag/AgCl electrodes installed on a silicone brassiere-shaped mold, which is placed on the agar breast model. The fundamental idea of the proposed location algorithm, named Anomaly Tracking Circle algorithm, is to find the breast agar area defined by straight lines joining the electrode pairs having the minimum difference value of the defined normalized impedance magnitude along a measurement sweep. Such difference is obtained with respect to a breast agar phantom without carcinoma emulator. The proposed methodology is experimentally evaluated through seven breast agar phantoms, six of them having carcinoma lobe emulators with different locations and electrical conductivities.
Materials and Methods
In this investigation, surface electrodes were used because they are less invasive than needle electrodes. An arrangement of eight Ag/AgCl electrodes of 1 cm diameter uniformly distributed in a ring configuration was used for the electrical impedance measurement. Such configuration provides a uniform current distribution in the domain of interest with a low contact impedance in the skin-electrode interface, which helps to increase the measurement system sensitivity [28] [29] [30] [31] .
The electrodes were uniformly distributed in a ring arrangement and placed half height of a silicone mold with the shape of a cup A size brassiere (see Figure 1) . The impedance measurement between each electrode pair was done using a bipolar topology because of its implementation simplicity, as well as that this topology is commonly used for in vivo tissue characterization [32, 33] . The electrodes were used dry; no type of gel was placed on the electrodes because the agar models already contain a certain degree of humidity, which reduces the contact impedance. In order to establish a correlation between the fixed electrode position and carcinoma emulator location within the breast-shaped agar 2 Journal of Sensors phantom, the electrodes were numbered in counterclockwise order according to their position on the silicone mold (see Figure 1 ).
Measurement System.
A block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 2 consisting of the following components:
(1) Measuring electrodes: arrangement of eight circular Ag/AgCl electrodes of 1 cm diameter uniformly distributed in a ring configuration, which is inserted on a silicone mold with the shape of a cup A size brassiere The multiplexer circuit plays a key role in the acquisition of impedance measurements, since it synchronizes the electrical impedance meter with each of the measuring electrode pairs. The multiplexer circuit was implemented as a microcontroller-embedded board (PIC16f887) and a switching system using sixteen high-frequency relays (HE3621A0510).
A systematized selection of electrodes was used in each measurement sweep. As a first step of each measurement sweep, the electrical impedance is measured between electrode 1 as current source and electrode 2 as current sink (electrical ground), the second electrical impedance measurement is made between electrode 1 as current source and electrode 3 as electrical ground, and so on in a counterclockwise direction. The measurement sweep finishes when the seventh measurement is made, consisting of electrode 1 as current source and electrode 8 as electrical ground. The same procedure is applied to the following measurement sweeps, where for each one the current source is the counterclockwise next electrode. Hence, at the end, eight measurement sweeps, each one with seven electrical impedance measurements, are carried out. The electrical impedance is measured at four frequency values, then a total of 224 impedance measurement values is obtained for each agar model. The number assigned to the electrical impedance measurement for each electrode pair within a whole measurement set is shown in Table 1 . The measurement numbering is helpful in the locating process of the carcinoma emulator.
Experimentation.
Two main breast tissues (adipose and glandular) and carcinoma were considered in this study. The breast tissue and the carcinoma were emulated in the breast phantom by their corresponding reported conductivities. The conductivity values used in the experimentation stage were 0.225 S/m for the mammary gland, 0.023 S/m for subcutaneous fat (adipose tissue), and 1.125 S/m for carcinoma [26] . These values are similar to those used in frequencies ranging from 20 kHz [34] to 500 kHz [35] .
The breast phantoms were made from a clinical breast mold, used for educative purposes (see Figure 3 (a)). The breast tissues and carcinoma conductivities were emulated by agar and NaCl (see Figure 3 (b)). The materials used were BD Bioxon agar (manufacturer: Becton Dickinson de Méx-ico, SA de CV) with 99% purity, distilled water (manufacturer: Laboratorios PISA, SA de CV), and sodium chloride (manufacturer: Productos de Monterrey, SA de CV) with 99.99% purity. The emulators (adipose tissue, mammary gland, and carcinoma) were elaborated according to the Bennet formula [36] . The distribution of the mammary tissue emulators when manufacturing the breast agar phantom is shown in Figure 3(b) . The silicone mold with measuring electrodes on the breast agar phantom is depicted in Figure 3(c) . Seven different breast phantoms were developed for the experimental evaluation of locating the carcinoma emulators within the breast phantoms. Different locations and electrical (5) one amorphous carcinoma with a maximum diameter of 2 cm inserted in the center of the breast agar phantom, in the same plane as electrode 1 (6) one amorphous carcinoma of approximately 1 cm, maximum diameter, having a conductivity value of 30% of that reported in references [26] , placed on the breast agar phantom near electrode 1 (7) one amorphous carcinoma of approximately 1 cm, maximum diameter, with an electrical conductivity of 70% higher than that reported in [26] , inserted on the breast agar phantom near electrode 1
In the experimental evaluation, the electrical impedance was measured by injecting a fixed alternating current of 60 μA peak to peak to the breast model and a maximum variable voltage of 2 volts, which are safe values for measurements on humans according to the IEC/TS 60479-1 standard [37] . The electrical impedance measurements were done at four frequency values (500 Hz, 1 kHz, 5 kHz, and 10 kHz). The measurement time for each frequency was approximately three minutes, and the total time was approximately twelve minutes for the four frequencies in each breast model (224 measurements). 
Results
From the impedance magnitude values measured at the four defined frequencies, close values were observed for each electrode pair, due to the minimum variation in conductivity with respect to frequency [38] . Then the impedance magnitude average along the frequency values for each electrode pair was considered in the proposed analysis. The average and standard deviations of the impedance magnitude, as well as the phase, obtained along the defined frequency values for each electrode pair are depicted in Figure 4 , each corresponding to the analyzed breast models.
In order to find a specific characteristic behavior of the electrical impedance for the considered breast models, an analysis of the average and standard deviations of the obtained impedance magnitude and phase data was done. As can be seen, the average impedance magnitude shows some behavior among the seven breast models, which may be potentially useful to distinguish the condition of the breast agar phantom. On the other hand, average impedance phase does not show any characteristic behavior that may be related to the presence of the carcinoma emulator. Therefore, the carcinoma emulator location research is focused on impedance magnitude analysis. In order to make a dimensionless analysis of the impedance magnitude, a centered and whitened normalization is applied by the following equation:
where N x i is the resulted normalized value of the impedance magnitude measurement x i , the operator μ represents the mean function, C z x is the set of impedance magnitude measured along the measurement sweep, and the operator std is the standard deviation function. The proposed analysis is based on obtaining the normalized impedance 
where DN x i is the algebraic difference, N k x i is the normalized impedance magnitude corresponding to the kth breast model under study, and N B x i is the normalized impedance magnitude of the model without carcinoma emulator.
The six breast models containing carcinoma emulator were considered as study cases in the analysis process. The obtained difference of normalized impedance magnitudes for each one of the study cases is depicted in Figure 5 . The results labeled as "With carcinoma" in Figure 5 represent the algebraic difference of the normalized impedance magnitude between the measurement corresponding to the breast model under study and the breast model without carcinoma emulator (equation (2)). Hence, such plots show those measurements having a higher or lower normalized impedance magnitude value than the corresponding to the model without the emulator carcinoma. This analysis was proposed as a mean of comparison based on a threshold value defined by the model without carcinoma. In this way, small difference values could indicate the presence of a carcinoma emulator because low impedance is related to the relatively high conductivity of the carcinoma.
The correlation between the obtained normalized impedance magnitude difference and the actual location of the carcinoma emulator on the breast agar phantom was figured out through a developed algorithm, named Anomaly Tracking Circle (ATC). This algorithm obtains for each electrode the electrode pair having the lowest value of normalized impedance magnitude difference within a measurement sweep. This means that for a given electrode the electrode pair with the minimum value of the normalized impedance magnitude difference, with respect to the other seven electrodes, is obtained by the ATC algorithm. For instance, the resulted electrode pairs for the measurement sweep of electrode 5 in model 3 are composed of the electrode pairs E5-E6, E5-E7, E5-E8, E5-E1, E5-E2, E5-E3, and E5-E4, where the lowest value corresponds to the pair E5-E7. For each electrode, an electrode pair having the minimum value resulted. The total result for each model is eight electrode pairs, which are graphically depicted by straight lines joining the corresponding electrode positions.
The resulted straight lines for model 3 are shown in Figure 6 (a), where the actual location of the carcinoma emulator is represented by a dotted circle. In general, the resulted straight lines may cross each other, or two lines may coincide when a double minimum is found in a measurement sweep. The obtained electrode pairs with the minimum values for model 3 are E1-E6, E2-E6, E3-E7, E4-E7, E5-E7, E6-E7, E7-E5, and E7-E6. The pairs of electrodes E7-E5 and E5-E7 are represented by the same straight line because it is an electrodes pair with a minimum value in the two measurements: one from electrode 5 to electrode 7 and another from electrode 7 to electrode 5.
The centroid of the straight line intersections defines a low-impedance area within the breast agar phantom, which is used to determine the presence of a carcinoma emulator and its location with respect to the position of the electrodes. The straight line intersections as well as the obtained centroid for breast model 3 are depicted as asterisks and solid circle, respectively, in Figure 6(b) . As the figure shows, the obtained centroid is very near to the actual location of the carcinoma emulator.
The ATC algorithm was applied to the considered breast models; the obtained results for breast models 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are presented in Figure 7 . According to the obtained results from most of the breast models, a good location approximation to the actual locations of the inserted carcinoma emulators is achieved by the proposed ATC algorithm. The obtained emulator location for breast model 6 is far from the actual one. An explanation for this result is that the Journal of Sensors chosen emulator conductivity value for this breast model is much smaller than that corresponding to a carcinoma, being close enough to the mammary gland conductivity. This makes the impedance magnitude difference small enough that is not possible to distinguish the carcinoma emulator from the breast agar phantom. 
Discussion
In the studied cases, the conductivity is controlled by some specific quantity of saline solution in the agar model, where the contact impedance is negligible, and thus, the electrode polarization impedance effect is minimal in the analyzed frequency range [38] . Therefore, the impedance measurements are mainly affected by the distribution of the conductivities of the tissues and carcinoma emulators, as well as by the shape of the breast agar model described in Experimentation.
The carcinoma in breast model 4 was emulated as a fragmentized structure having the largest fragments within the area limited by electrodes 5 and 6, and small ones scattered throughout the agar model. The small fragments caused abrupt changes in the impedance magnitude measurements along the measurements sweeps, meaning large values of the standard deviation for this model (see Figure 4) . In this case, the location obtained by the ATC algorithm is given by the largest fragments' position within the agar model.
From the analyzed breast models, the described method can locate preclinical-emulated carcinomas with an 83% success. The breast model 6 is the only case in which the ATC algorithm could not locate the location of the carcinoma emulator. The obtained result for this case may be due to following factors: (1) the chosen conductivity for the carcinoma emulator in this breast model is 0.3375 S/m, which is close enough to the corresponding conductivity of the mammary gland (0.225 S/m). (2) In this case, the location of the carcinoma emulator covers part of the mammary gland. (3) The shape of the breast model is based on an anatomic breast mold, which means a larger agar volume in the lower quadrants of the breast model, increasing in this way the impedance.
There are some limitations in the proposed methodology that must be addressed for future clinical application. The first of these limitations is the definition of a procedure for obtaining a healthy breast reference model (base case), which is required by the ATC algorithm to obtain better results. One of the procedures could be to take the normalized impedance magnitude difference between both breasts of the same patient. Another potential solution, for this limitation, could be the use of a measurement database of healthy participants to define the reference case, where the participant sample meets characteristics affecting the impedance magnitude measurements, such as breast size and subject population.
Another current limitation is the time of 12 minutes for a whole measurement electrode sweep. For this long period, participant's movements are very probable to happen, affecting the impedance measurements due to possible missing electrode contacts. In order to reduce the movement probability, the total time for measuring the whole set of electrodes is planned to be reduced. This can be achieved by increasing the data transfer speed in the device communication and by reducing the measurement time for each measurement sweep, obtaining in this way a more appropriate measurement time for a real clinical scenario. Before the application in a real clinical scenario, several experimental tests must be conducted to define the best reference case and the appropriate measurement time.
No type of gel was placed on the electrodes because the agar models already contain a certain degree of humidity, which reduces the contact impedance. On the other hand, for experimental clinical trials, it is highly recommended to use some conductive gel in order to reduce the impedance effect in the electrode-skin contact [39] . Keeping that in mind, the selected electrodes for experimental clinical trials have a layer of electrolyte on the surface of the conductive metal (Ag/AgCl), which helps to attenuate the electrolytic 
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Journal of Sensors Figure 7 : ATC algorithm applied to breast models 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, where solid and dotted circles represent the resulting and actual location, respectively, of the carcinoma emulator.
13 Journal of Sensors composition between the outer and inner skin layers [40] . This characteristic is appropriate for the final application in breast tissues, and the selected ring configuration of uniformly distributed electrodes allows a good spatial distribution around circular volumes in the breast carcinomalocating process [41, 42] .
Finally, the definition of specificity and sensitivity of the proposed method is planned to be achieved in a validation stage with real breast tissue results obtained through experimental clinical trials. The validation procedure is planned through result comparison with mammography or ultrasound techniques [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
Conclusions
This paper describes a methodology for the location of a carcinoma emulator in preclinical state in breast agar phantoms, which are an approximation of the electrical behavior in real breast tissue [26, 35] . The method is based on measurements of the electrical impedance through eight Ag/AgCl electrodes uniformly distributed in a ring configuration. A proposed Anomaly Tracking Circle algorithm processes the measured impedance magnitude to generate a circular impedance map that indicates the location of a region of lower impedance related to the presence of a carcinoma emulator.
The used normalization of the impedance magnitude allowed an information analysis focused on measurement behavior on a model with carcinoma with respect to the one without carcinoma. Hence, the ATC is a new way to visualize the potential existence of a carcinoma in preclinical state with less computational processing because a complete reconstruction of conductivity distribution within the agar model is avoided.
The proposed ATC algorithm computed the location of carcinoma emulators inserted in six experimental breast models with an 83.33% success. The failure case (breast model 6) was mainly due to the considered low conductivity value of the inserted carcinoma emulator, which was 30% smaller than that reported for real carcinoma.
The implemented measurement system is simple and worked correctly, which allows systematized measurements of the electrical impedance. In addition, it is portable and can be used several times in multiple experimental models. Also, some of the limitations of this methodology can be improved for better performance in clinical trials. On the other hand, the considered values of frequency range and electrical currents are not harmful to tissues [37] and previous work has indicated the possibility of differentiating breast lesions at low frequencies [5] . Therefore, the presented results in this paper suggest that the ATC algorithm may be used as a carcinoma location tool in clinical trials.
In order to use the proposed methodology as a clinical method for locating breast carcinomas, a validation stage through experimental clinical trials is required. Currently, authors are developing a clinical protocol in collaboration with a health center, focused on further research of the proposed methodology to be expanded as a bioimpedance measurement technique for the detection and location of breast carcinomas. Another characteristic of the proposed methodology is that sophisticated instruments are not required in the prediagnosis of breast cancer; in this way, it would reach rural areas without access to other breast evaluation techniques than clinical evaluation by mammary palpation in medical centers or breast self-examination.
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